Structural approximation theory seeks to provide a framework for expressing optimization problems, and isolating structural or syntactic conditions that explain the apparent di erence in the approximation properties of di erent NP-optimization problems. In this paper, we initiate a study of structural approximation using integer programming (an optimization problem in its own right) as a general framework for expressing optimization problems. We isolate three classes of constant-approximable maximization problems, based on restricting appropriately the syntactic form of the integer programs expressing them. The rst of these classes subsumes Max 1, which is the syntactic version of the well-studied class Max NP. Moreover, by allowing variables to take on not just 0/1 values but rather values in a polylogarithmic or polynomial range, we obtain syntactic maximization classes that are polylog-approximable and polyapproximable, respectively. The other two classes contain problems, such as Max Matching, for which no previous structural explanation of approximability has been found. We also investigate structurally-de ned classes of integer programs for minimization problems, and show a di erence between their maximization counterparts.
Introduction
Various NP-optimization problems have vastly di ering approximation properties (assuming P 6 = NP). For example, Knapsack is approximable in polynomial time within every constant factor of the optimum, Max Cut is approximable
Research partially supported by NSF Grant CCR-9307758 within some but not all constant factors, and Max Clique is not approximable within some polynomial factor. Such drastically di erent approximation properties of NP-optimization problems led to research aiming to provide coherent explanations for this diverse behavior.
A fruitful approach to this has been to rst express optimization problems in a common framework and then isolate syntactic di erences corresponding to varying degrees of approximability. One of the most successful such frameworks to date has been logic. In particular, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis PY91] introduced the use of logic as a framework for classifying NPoptimization problems. By using logic formulae to de ne optimization problems, and then placing restrictions on the formula's quanti er pattern, they de ned the classes Max 1 (Syntactic Max NP) and Max 0 (Syntactic Max SNP), and showed that all problems in these classes are constantapproximable. Since then, di erent syntactic restrictions on logic formulae have given rise to other classes of optimization problems with certain approximation properties PR90, KT94, KT95, BCG92] . Negative results have also been established, for instance that no Max 0 -complete problem has a polynomial time approximation scheme unless P 6 = NP ALM + 92].
In spite of its successes, the logic-based approach has met with certain obstacles. For instance, it takes some e ort to express basic arithmetic operations using simple logics on the class of all nite structures. A more concrete example where the logic-based approach hasn't yielded success involves comparing Max Matching with Max Clique. (All optimization problems mentioned in this paper are de ned in the appendix.) The obvious way of expressing Max Matching using the logic framework is: max M jf(x; y) : M(x; y)( 8u 8v 8w) (M(u; v)^M(u; w) ! ((v = w)^E(u; v)))gj. Max Matching can be solved exactly in polynomial time. Contrast this formula with the straightforward way of expressing Max Clique, which is not even approximable within some polynomial factor: max C jfx : C(x)( 8y 8z) (C(y)^C(z) ! E(y; z))gj.
Though these two problems have very di erent approximation behaviour, their syntactic forms are quite similar; it is not known how to reasonably differentiate between them by syntax.
In this paper, instead of logic, we take integer programming as a framework for de ning and studying NP-maximization problems. By imposing certain \syntactic" restrictions on the allowable integer programs, we obtain new classes of structurally-de ned maximization problems that have desirable approximation properties. As an illustration, the following 0/1 integer program expresses Max Cut naturally: Maximize X i;j2V t i;j Subject to:
(1 ? t i;j ) + s i 1;
(1 ? t i;j ) + (1 ? s j )
1;
(1 ? t i;j ) + e i;j 1;
for 1 i; j jV j;
where t i;j = 1 corresponds to edge (i; j) crossing the cut, s i = 1 corresponds to node i being on the left side of the cut, and e i;j = 1 if fi; jg 2 E in the input graph G = (V; E). (Note that \(1 ? t) + s 1" can be thought of as \t ! s".)
Max Cut is constant-approximable; we will show that its approximability can be explained by the fact that each variable t i;j of the objective function occurs only a bounded number of times in the entire integer program, and only in a certain manner.
There is, of course, a large body of literature which uses integer programs to express other optimization problems. In particular, Ibaraki showed that any optimization problem (not just polynomially bounded ones, or those with linear objective functions) can be written as an integer program, provided that it has a nite solution space Iba76], though exponentially many constraints are needed. Yannakakis has explored nding small linear programming formulations for many NP-hard optimization problems Yan91] .
There is also some previous work regarding the approximation of integer programs subject to syntactic restrictions. Hochbaum et al. have shown that integer programs with only two variables per inequality are two-approximable HMNT93]. In Section 7, we show that extending this to three variables per inequality suddenly admits non-approximable problems. In a similar spirit, Peleg, Schechtman, and Wool have results on approximatinga certain class of 0/1 minimization integer programs where the constraints are of bounded width PSW93]; we point out that this class contains previously known logic-based minimization classes.
The bulk of this paper (Sections 2 through 6), however, focuses on maximization problems. We present three classes of constant-approximable integer programs. The rst set of classes subsumes Max 1 , while the other two provide syntactic reasons why some problems which are not in Max 1 , such as Max Matching and Max Majority SAT, are constant-approximable.
Our syntactic restrictions on the integer program involve the range of the variables, the number of occurrences of a variable, and a condition called dominance, which relates to the arithmetic nature of the constraints. The class of problems represented by such restrictions is called Max FSLIP(g(n)) (\Max Feasible Subsystem of Layered Integer Programs"), where n is the size of the program and 0; g(n)) is the range of values that the variables of the integer program vary over. In particular, for 0/1 integer programs g is the constant function g(n) = 2.
To demonstrate the expressive power of our syntactic classes, we prove that Max FSLIP(2) captures all NP-maximization problems. Max FSLIP(2) can be thought of as a normal form for NP-maximization problems. Furthermore, by restricting certain resources of the normal form, we get structurally-de ned subclasses. In particular, we focus on Max FSBLIP, a subclass of Max FSLIP in which we further require that objective variables (variables occurring in the objective function) occur only a bounded number of times. We nd a polynomialtime approximation algorithm for Max FSBLIP(g(n)) which always provides a solution within g(n) O(1) of optimal, for g(n) not more than polynomial. Allowing g(n) to vary yields di erent degrees of approximability. In particular, every problem in Max FSBLIP(2) is constant-approximable, and every problem in Max FSBLIP(log) is approximable within a polylog factor of the optimum. Moreover, Max FSBLIP(2) contains properly the class Max 1 .
After this, we shift attention to studying where Max Clique and Max Matching di er in their syntactic nature as integer programs. We abstract their di erences to de ne a class Max Matching IP that contains Max Matching and other matching problems; every problem in this class is constant-approximable.
Finally, we introduce a third group of constant-approximable problems. We consider the problem Max Majority SAT, a version of satis ability in which satisfying a clause requires setting at least half of its literals to true. This problem is constant-approximable, but is not in Max 1 . We de ne the class Max Feasible Majority IP, which contains this and other \majority" type problems, and show that Max Feasible Majority IP contains constantapproximable problems only.
Integer Program De nitions
We give some de nitions to be used in this paper. We will use the letters a; : : :; x; y; z to denote vectors, and take N to denote the set of natural numbers, and Z the set of all integers.
We rst make several de nitions to formalize what it means to represent an optimization problem (rather than just an individual instance) as an integer program. This issue will not be extensively referred back to, but it is a fundamental issue that must be made explicit.
De nition 2.1: A maximization problem Q as a tuple hI; F; fi, where the instance space I is a set of strings over the alphabet f0; 1g; for every I 2 I, the set of feasible solutions of the input I is given by F(I); f(I; S) 2 N is the value of the objective function f on the input I and a feasible solution S of I.
The maximization problem is: given an input I, nd a feasible solution S 2 F(I) such that f(I; S) is the maximum amongst all such feasible solutions of I. We shall use n to denote the number of input variables of an integer program template. Moreover, we will assume throughout this paper that program variables take integer values from the interval 0; g(n)), for some function g. For brevity, we will sometimes abbreviate g(n) as g.
Reminiscent of expressing problems as circuits, we will make the following de nition.
De nition 2.3: A maximization problem Q is expressible as an integer pro-
For every n 2 N + , there is an integer program template T n , computable in logarithmic space and having input variables e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e n .
Given an instance string I = he 0 1 ; e 0 2 ; : : :; e 0 n i of Q, the integer program T n (I) is obtained from the template T n by the assignment e j 7 ! e 0 j , for 1 j n. opt(T n (I)) = opt(I). For every feasible solution to T n (I), we can compute in logarithmic space a corresponding feasible solution of I whose objective value is no smaller than the original solution of T n (I). Furthermore, if is a property of integer programs, we say that Q is expressible as an integer program with property if for each instance I of Q, the program T n (I) has property . (That is, we require to be true of the instantiated program, not the template.)
We now de ne a few of structural properties of constraints that will later use to isolate integer programs with desirable approximation properties.
De nition 2.4: A constraint is said to be of width k if it involves k or fewer variables.
De nition 2.5: Let If an assignment satis es a x b, then it satis es C, regardless of whether t is assigned 0 or 1. When t is set to zero, C is satis ed by all assignments to the other variables. For example, in the integer program for Max Cut in Section 1, the variables t i;j dominate the constraints they appear in.
De nition 2.6: Again, let C be a constraint of the form (1 ? t) + a x b; where > 0, and t is a 0/1 variable (not among those in x or a). Then the partial constraint of C with respect to t, denoted C 0 (t), is simply the constraint a x b. We refer to C as the full constraint of C 0 (t).
To hint at the rationale for this de nition of domination, consider the problem Max Feasible 0/1 Subsystem, de ned as: given a set of linear inequalities and an integer k, is there a 0/1 assignment of the variables which satis es at least k of the inequalities? (For example, Max Sat reduces to this problem in a straightforward way: for each logic clause write a single numerical inequality, so that a 0/1 assignment satisfying k inequalities will correspond to a truth assignment satisfying k clauses.)
This problem Max Feasible 0/1 Subsystem can be reformulated as a 0/1 integer program, the idea being to use dominating variables as a way of counting the size of a feasible subsystem (and also to satisfy the constraints not in the subsystem, since an integer program requires all constraints satis ed, not just some (1 ? t i;j ) + e i;j 1; for 1 i; j jV j;
Here, every constraint is dominated by an objective variable t i;j , but for t i;j to take the value 1 requires that three certain partial constraints are all satis ed.
Examples of Maximization Problems as Integer Programs
In this section, we concretely show how to express some NP-optimization problems as integer program (template)s. In these examples, all variables are assumed to be 0/1 valued unless otherwise stated. Note that the numerical inequality \(1?t)+q 1" corresponds to \t ! q". We use this in all the examples below in order to (later) emphasize how these problems can be written in a particular syntactic form. Max Sat: Let ' be a boolean formula in CNF with m variables and l clauses. For every clause i, we have an objective variable t i ; intuitively t i 1 will correspond to clause i being satis ed. For every variable j of ', we have a program variable v j ; intuitively v j 1 will correspond to variable j being assigned True. For each clause i and variable j, we have program variables y i;j ; intuitively y i;j 1 will correspond to variable i satisfying clause j. Finally, we also have the input variable p i;j (and n i;j ) which is 1 if variable j occurs positively (respectively, negatively) in clause i, and 0 otherwise. The integer program for Max Sat is: in that clause (\y i;j ! n i;j _ p i;j "). Finally, the last two lines assure that if variable j is being used to satisfy clause i, and it occurs positively, then variable j must be set to True (\y i;j ! (p i;j ! v j )"), and correspondingly if it occurs negatively. 1 Note that t i dominates the rst type of constraints and y i;j dominates the others. Also, every y i;j occurs only a constant number of times (four) in the entire integer program, always dominating a constraint of bounded width (three). Finally, note that every objective variable t i occurs a constant number of times (in fact, just once) in the entire integer program.
Max Clique: Corresponding to every vertex i in the input graph G = (V; E), we have an objective variable t i , a program variable s i , and a program variable y i;j for every vertex j (intuitively, all these will be 1 if vertex i is in the selected clique). For every pair of vertices (i; j) we also have an input variable e i;j which has the value 1 if (i; j) 2 E and 0 otherwise. Max Capacity Representatives: An instance of this problem consists of p disjoint sets S 1 ; : : :; S p , and weights on edges between members from different sets. A feasible solution consists of exactly one \representative" element from each set; the objective function is the edge weight of the p-clique induced by the representatives.
This problem is of interest because it can express 2P1R (two prover, one round) proof systems; moreover, it is known that Max Capacity Representatives cannot be approximated within n (1=log 2=3 n) Bel93], unless NP S d>0 DTIME(n d log 3 n ) (where the size of the entire Max Capacity Representatives instance is n (1) ). In particular, the problem is not log-approximable modulo this assumption.
We also distinguish the subproblems Max Capacity Representatives(g(n)), in which each set S i has only g(n) elements (where n is the size of the Max Capacity Representatives instance). We will be particularly concerned with Max Capacity Representatives(2), Max Capacity Representatives(log), and the full-edged Max Capacity Representatives, as it will be seen that they have varying degrees of approximability (modulo complexity assumptions).
We now show one way to express Max Capacity Representatives as an integer program. For convenience, we write g instead of g(n), and we label the Unlike earlier example programs, we need to use a non-trivial coe cient (g) so that each variable y i;a;j;b dominates its constraints. This integer program satis es the same structural conditions that we pointed out for Max Sat above: each objective variable occurs only a bounded number of times (once), and the variables y i;a;j;b each occur a bounded number of times (four), dominating constraints of bounded width.
In the next section, we de ne a class based on the structural points emphasized here, and then pay further attention to which of these impact approximability.
Max FSLIP and its Subclasses
We now de ne a class of integer programs by placing restrictions on their syntax, and study the nature of maximization problems expressed by such integer programs.
The Class Max FSLIP and its Expressive Power
De nition 4.1: Max FSLIP(g(n)) is the class of all optimization problems Q for which there exist constants l; m 2 N + (i.e., l; m are independent of the instance size n) such that Q can be expressed as an integer program with the following structure:
1. The program variables can only take on integer values in the interval 0; g(n)).
2. Each objective variable t i occurs only in constraints of the form (1 ? t i ) + y 1 + + y z 1; where z 2 N and each y j , for j = 1; : : :; z, is a 0/1 program variable. We will refer to these constraints as objective constraints. Note that z may be polynomial in n. 3. Each non-objective variable y j in an objective constraint occurs in at most l other constraints, and dominates each of them. 4. All constraints besides the objective constraints are of width m, and dominated by exactly one y j (which occurs in another constraint with some objective variable t i ). Finally, we take Max FSLIP (without a speci ed function g) to mean Max FSLIP(2); this will be justi ed by Corollary 4.6.
We now recall a standard concept from the theory of NP-optimization problems and use it to help gauge the expressive power of the class Max FSLIP.
De nition 4.2: An NP-optimization problem Q is said to be polynomially Finally, the proof of Max FSLIP's expressive power will hinge on the following de nition and theorem.
De nition 4.3: KT94] The class Max F 2 is de ned as the set of maximization problems whose optimum over a structure A is given as max S;T fjTj : (A; S; T) j = 8w 8x 9y (T(w) ! '(w; x; y; S))g; where A is the instance's input structure, S is a sequence of second-order predicates, x and y are sequences of variables, and ' is a quanti er-free rst-order formula.
The weighted version of Max F 2 includes a function w : A k ! R (where k is the arity of T), and the maximum is taken over not jTj, but rather of
Theorem 4.4: KT94, Zim95] The class Max F 2 is equal to Max PB. Moreover, the weighted version of Max F 2 is the class of all NP-maximization problems.
We now state our rst main result. The intuition will be that by instantiating every possible ground instance, and then naturally translating the logic sentences into 0/1-valued numerical constraints, we end up with a Max FSLIP template. The details are lengthy, but straightforward. The general outline is:
Ground the sentence, expanding 8 to a conjunction and 9 to a disjunction. \Flatten" the disjunction caused by the 9y, to get a conjunction of grounded formulae of the form \T ! '".
Flatten the clauses of ' so that we are left with only conjunctions. Finally, arithmetize the resulting conjunction to get numerical constraints.
Grounding the Sentence
Given any input structure A, we can now translate the above sentence into a Max FSLIP instance as follows. The \8w8x" can be instantiated into a polynomial number of conjunctions by binding w; x in all possible ways. For 2 We could use T $ ', but when trying to maximize jT j, it turns out that T ! ' su ces. Similarly, in a corresponding minimization case, ' ! T would su ce. Note that after expanding 8w8x (but before expanding 9y), any particular T(w i ) occurs in only polynomially many times (namely, the size of the input instance raised to the arity of x; this arity is xed for a given '.) If instead we had started without the 8x, then each T(w i ) would occur only once. Indeed, in the resulting integer program, bounding the number of occurrences of the numeric variable arising from T(w i ) will isolate a subclass of problems, which we will consider in Section 4.3. This subclass will strictly contain Max 1 , and like that class it will contain only approximable problems.
Flattening the Disjunctions Arisen from 9y
After grounding our sentence, the overall conjunction we are left with is no worry|an integer program is a conjunction of numerical constraints, so we are headed in the right direction. However, the disjunctions arising from the 9y in We have now attened the disjunction by replacing it with an equivalent conjunction of slightly larger size.
Flattening '
We are almost ready to convert our large conjunction into a conjunction of numerical constraints. However, we still have q i ! '(w 0 ; x 0 ; y i ; S 1 ; : : :; S s ), where ' still involves conjunctions and disjunctions (but is quanti er-free). Without loss of generality, consider ' to be in CNF; let l be the number of clauses, and m be the maximum width of any clause. Note that q i now occurs l times total, and that each ' i is a disjunction of atomic formulae (possibly negated); each of these will be converted directly to a single numerical constraint.
Converting Clauses into Numerical Constraints
At this point, we have a conjunction of clauses, which either look like
or q i ! ' j (w 0 ; x 0 ; y i ; S 1 ; : : :; S s ):
There are two types of disjuncts in each clause:
input relations on speci c elements (e.g., E(v 1 ; v 3 ) of a graph), possibly negated, and the variable relations S 1 ; : : :; S s ; T on speci c elements (e.g., S 2 (v 3 ; v 5 ; v 7 )), also possibly negated. the propositional variable q i introduced earlier. For each of these, we introduce a 0/1 variable for each of the (polynomially many) grounded instances. For instance, for S 2 (v 3 ; v 5 ; v 7 ) we introduce a variable named, say, \s 2 3;5;7 ". For the true/false variables q 1 ; : : :; q z , we use a synonymous 0/1 numerical variable.
Each clause of the form q i ! ' j (w 0 ; x 0 ; y i ; S 1 ; : : :; S s ) can then be written as a numerical constraint in the obvious manner: by replacing each atomic formula with its corresponding variable, negation by subtraction from 1, and each disjunction with addition, and requiring the sum to be at least 1 to be \true". Thus 
The Resulting Integer Program is in Max FSLIP(2)
Finally we are done: When the above procedure is carried out for each clause, it is clear that a 0/1 solution to the system of equations corresponds to a truth setting for S 1 ; : : :; S s ; T and vice-versa. The objective function will be P j t j , which corresponds to the number of tuples x satisfying '(x; S 1 ; : : :; S s ), so maximizing this sum (over all 0/1 values of s's and t's) corresponds to maximizing the solution of a Max PB problem.
If instead we had started from the weighted version of a Max F 2 sentence then we use P w i t i as the objective function, and by the result of Zimand Zim95], this class now expresses all NP-maximization problems.
The system of constraints thus generated from the Max F 2 instance also meets all the criteria to be in Max 
Approximation Properties of Subclasses of Max FSLIP
From Theorem 4.5, it follows that the class Max FSLIP(2) contains non-approximable problems, such as Max Clique. We now further restrict the syntactic structure of Max FSLIP(2) in an attempt to nd syntactic criteria that imply good approximation behavior. But rst, we give some standard notions of approximating an optimization problem.
De nition 4.7: Let h(n) be a function from positive integers to positive reals.
We say that an algorithm is a h(n)-approximation algorithm for a maximization problem Q if, given an instance I of Q, the algorithm produces a feasible solution T such that h(jIj) optQ(I) f(I;T) : We say that a maximization problem is h(n)-approximable if there is a polynomial time h(n)-approximation algorithm for it. We say that an optimization problem is O(h(n))-approximable if it is c h(n)-approximable for some constant c > 0.
We will consider optimization problems that are constant-approximable, polylog-approximable, and poly-approximable. Max Sat and Max Cut are examples of constant-approximable problems. In what follows, we will see that Max Capacity Representatives(2) is constant-approximable, whereas Max Log-Colorable Subgraph (see appendix) is log-approximable, as is Max Capacity Representatives(log).
We are now ready to de ne subclasses of Max FSLIP, examine their approximation properties, and study natural problems in these classes.
De nition 4.8: Max FSBLIP(g(n) ) is the subclass of Max FSLIP(g(n)) with the added restrictions to De nition 4.1, that each objective variable t i occurs in only a bounded number of objective constraints, and that the coe cients w i of the objective function are non-negative.
We take Max FSBLIP (without any speci ed g(n)) to mean Max FSBLIP(2) (even though g(n) = 2 in this bounded case does not appear to subsume all g).
It turns out that letting each objective variable occur no more than a bounded number of times is equivalent to letting it occur no more than once: (1 ? y) + q 1 + + q n 1:
This can be replaced with one long constraint:
(1 ? y) + r 11 + r 12 + + r 1n + r 21 + + r mn 1 where r ij being 1 corresponds to both p i and q j being set to 1 in the original constraints. More precisely, replace all remaining occurrences of p i and q j with r ij . It is clear that this new system has a solution if and only if the original system did. Also, since p i and q j each occured in no more than l other constraints of width m, then r ij now occurs in no more than 2l other constraints (still of width m).
This process can be done b ? 1 times, after which y occurs in only one constraint, and each of its variables occurs in a bounded number bl of other constraints, and the domination condition still holds, so the resulting program is in Max FSBLIP.
Theorem 4.10: Let g(n) be a function bounded by a polynomial. For every problem in the class Max FSBLIP(g(n)), there is a constant k such that the problem is (g(n)) k -approximable.
Proof: There are two parts to the proof: Section 4.3.1 reduces the problem of nding an approximating solution satisfying all the given constraints, to nding a solution satisfying as many groups of constraints as possible. Section 4.3.2 gives an algorithm to then satisfy a constant fraction of these new sets of constraints.
From Solving All Constraints to Solving as Many as Possible
Let Q be an integer program in the class Max FSBLIP(g). Recall that each objective variable t i occurs in a constraint (1?t i )+y 1 + +y z 1, and each y j is further involved in at most l constraints each of width m. For the constraints dominated by y j , we denote by Q i;j the corresponding set of partial constraints with respect to y j (i.e., the constraints with the (1 ? y j ) term dropped). Let k = lm. Observe that each set Q i;j involves at most k di erent variables 4 , each of which can take on only g di erent possible values.
We rst construct a simpler integer program Q 0 derived from Q as follows. Note that in any feasible solution to Q, for every t i that takes value 1, there must also exist some y j which also takes value 1. In time g k we can compute whether a given Q i;j is satis able. Let Q 0 i = Q i;j0 , where Q i;j0 is any satis able set of clauses. (If, for some i, there is no such j 0 , then let Q 0 i be empty: for in any feasible solution to Q, all the y j must therefore be 0, and hence t i must be 0, so removing all constraints involving that t i will not change the value of a feasible solution.) Then let Q 0 consist of exactly i Q 0 i .
Having created Q 0 , suppose we have an algorithm (described in the next section) to nd an assignment in which at least 1=g k of the Q 0 i 's have all their constraints satis ed. Then we can easily extend this to a solution of Q: for those satis ed Q 0 i , we have t i = 1. For the partial constraints we did not satisfy, we salvage the corresponding full constraints back in Q by setting t i = 0, since t i dominated the constraints in Q i . This gives us a solution to Q in which at least 1=g k of the objective variables are set to 1. Moreover, the algorithm of the next section will try to set the most heavily-weighted objective variables to 1, and will so manage to arrive at a solution achieving 1=g k of the total possible weight, which is perforce within 1=g k of the optimum value. By Claim 4.11, the algorithm of the next section has the desired properties, and therefore we have a g O(1) approximation algorithm for any problem in Max FSBLIP(g(n)).
Satisfying a Constant Fraction of Constraints
To complete the proof, we describe such an algorithm. It will be a modi cation of the greedy algorithm used for Max 1 PY91], with the logic values f0; 1g generalized to numerical values f0; 1; : : :; g(n) ? 1g. For convenience, we write g for g(n).
The steps of the greedy algorithm algorithm, and its proof of approximation are given in the next sections, but we also sketch them here. The greedy algorithm proceeds as follows: Sequentially assign a value to the non-objective variables v j (j = 1; : : :; n) as follows: for each of the g possible values for v j , For i 1 to n, assign the non-objective variables v i as follows:
For each set of constraints Q 0 j (j 2 f1; : : :; mg)
For each prospective value z for v i (z 2 f0; : : :; g ? 1g)
Compute p i j (z) Greedily assign v i z where P j p i j (z ) P j p i j (z) for all z 2 f0; : : :; g ? 1g Figure 2 : The Approximation Algorithm calculate the number of Q 0 i still potentially satis able divided by the number of assignments to the remaining variables v j+1 ; : : :; v n , and choose the value of v j with the largest fraction. This will be a non-decreasing amount, since in a single step, the number of Q 0 i still satis able decreases by no more than a factor of g (by the pigeon-hole principle), yet the total number of solutions decreases by a factor of exactly g (by having set one more variable).
This gives us the desired approximation. Initially, at least 1=g k of all the Q 0 i are satis able, since there was at least one setting of the m variables which satis ed each Q 0 i , yielding a (g(n)) k -approximation algorithm.
We now proceed to give the algorithm, and the correctness of its approximation guarantee, in detail.
Call the non-objective variables v 1 ; : : :; v n . Let m be the number of objective variables, i.e. we have sets of constraints Q j , for j = 1; : : :; m. Further, de ne p i j (z) w j the number of assignments toṽ satisfying Q 0 j subject to v i z and v 1 ; : : :; v i?1 as assigned so far :
The approximation algorithm that satis es \many" of the constraint-sets Q 0 j 's is given in Figure 2 . Thus f i is the (weighted) f raction of satis ed clauses summed over all remaining assignments.
The proof of the claim follows from three observations: 1. f 0 Wg ?k , 2. f i+1 f i for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1, and 3. f n is the value of the objective function at the algorithm's completion. These three observations now justi ed.
(1.) f 0 Wg ?k .
Recall that each Q 0 j involves only k variables, and of those k variables there is at least one satisfying assignment to Q 0 j (else we threw it out as unsatis able, earlier). So how many assignments to all n variables satisfy Q 0 j ? At least g n?k . So p 0 j is at least w j g n?k , and we have
Incidentally, observe that f 0 is the expected weight of satis ed clauses given a random assignment: there are g n total assignments, and the sum of satis ed clauses over all assignments, counted clause-by-clause rather than assignment-by-assignment, is precisely P j p 0 j . This greedy algorithm can then be seen as choosing an assignment that is at least average in a de-randomized way. It is because \average" is large enough for this type of problem that the greedy algorithm happens to give a good enough approximation factor.
(2.) f i+1 f i for i = 0; : : :; n ? 1. Intuitively, f i+1 f i for the following reasons: As we go from stage i to stage i + 1 (greedily setting v i ) the sum of the p i j decreases, but not by more than g times (by the pigeon-hole principle and the greedy choice). Formally:
where z is the value of v i chosen by the greedy algorithm.
At the same time, we have gained a factor of g due to the smaller number remaining of assignments. Thus: 
(3.) f n is the value of the objective function at the algorithm's completion.
Finally, observe that f n is the total number of satis ed clauses: Once all the variables v 1 ; : : :; v n have been assigned, each particular Q 0 j has either been satis ed or it hasn't. So each p n j is either w j or 0, and we see that f n = P j p n j , which is exactly the weight of the satis ed clauses. Therefore the weight of the satis ed clauses is f n f 0 Wg ?k .
Corollary 4.12:
Every problem in the class Max FSBLIP(k) is constant-approximable. Every problem in the class Max FSBLIP(log) is polylog-approximable. Every problem in the class Max FSBLIP(poly) is poly-approximable. Table 1 contains a summary of the approximability properties of the above classes, as well as some natural problems contained in each class. The detailed descriptions of these problems are in the appendix.
Note that Max FSBLIP(poly) contains optimization problems that are not polynomially bounded; hence, the fact that all members of this class are polyapproximable problems is not a trivial result. As to whether these three subclasses of Max Proof: We use the standard trick of replacing a variable x with its \bit representation" of 0/1 variables x 1 ; : : :; x log(g) , with their coe cients being appropriate powers of two. This increases the width k of constraints by only a constant amount log(g), and so we remain inside Max FSBLIP.
Max FSBLIP(2) is a rich class of 0/1 integer programs containing several natural problems, including Max Cut, Max Sat, and Max Capacity Representatives(2). Actually, it turns out that Max FSBLIP (2) Theorem 4.14: Max 1 is contained properly in Max FSBLIP(2). Proof: If we start with a sentence de ning a Max 1 problem, we can rewrite the sentence in a \feasible" framework, which looks like the 2 sentence in the proof of Theorem 4.5, except that there is no 8x. As remarked already, following the proof's construction yields the same problem written as a Max FSBLIP(2) integer program.
To show that this containment is proper, we give a couple of examples. For instance, the class Max FSBLIP(2) can express \the number of vertices of degree k" by constraints n(1?t i )?(e i1 + +e in ) ?k; when this template is applied to a particular input, the variables e ij are replaced by constants and the remaining program is very simple. More trivially, using templates allows us to compute log-space functions of n (such as Even Cardinality, which is 1 if the input is a set of even cardinality, and 2 otherwise), and get trivial integer program templates.
It is well known that neither of these problems are in Max 1 . A detailed explanation can be found in KT94], but the intuition is that problems in Max 1 are preserved under extension: adding new elements to a structure, and augmenting relations with tuples involving a new element, cannot falsify a previous witness to an existential sentence.
Integer Programs with a Bounded Number of Variable Occurrences
We consider integer programs in which every variable occurs only a bounded number of times, and with 0/1 coe cients. In the special case where each b j = 1, the corresponding integer programs naturally encode the Max Matching problem on hypergraphs with edge size k ? 1. This is NP-complete for k 4.
Note that, in the logic-based approach to optimization, both Max Matching and Max Clique are in the class Max 1 and are expressible using rst order formulae that look very similar (cf. PR90]), yet the rst is constantapproximable, while the second is not even approximable within some polynomial factor (assuming P 6 = NP). While it is not clear how to distinguish these two with the logic-based approach, as integer programs they are distinguished by bounded number of occurrences of each variable. Proof: In polynomial time we can nd a maximal solution; we show that any maximal solution is within a factor of k of the optimum.
Let F be the set of variables that are assigned a value of 1 in our maximal solution. Consider F , the set of variables assigned to 1 in some optimal solution. Let F j be the variables of F which occur in the jth constraint, and similarly for F j . (The F j 's are not necessarily disjoint, but clearly jF j j b j .)
We need to show jF j kjFj. First, note that every variable of F has to appear in an inequality in which our solution F has achieved equality, that is to say, an inequality numbered j such that jF j j = b j . (If this weren't the case for some variable, then we could have added that variable to F, contradicting the maximality of F.) For each such inequality where jF j j = b j , choose jF j j elements from F j and map them onto F j (this is possible, as jF j j = b j jF j j; the mapping is local to that constraint). When this is done for each constraint where F achieved equality, every variable of F must be mapped to in some constraint, yet any particular variable of F may map to no more than k variables of F . Hence jF j kjFj, as desired.
Note that the case where variables take on values 0; : : :; g (for g a constant) can be reduced to the 0/1 case: replace every variable x with g new 0/1 variables x 1 ; : : :; x g , and recover a solution to the original constraints using the relation x = P g i=1 x i . This correspondence preserves the value of the objective function (including the maximum possible value), the satisfaction of corresponding sets of constraints, and the maximum number of occurrences (k) of a variable.
Integer Programs Expressing Majority Problems
In this section, we present another class of integer programs that contains constant-approximable problems only. Max Majority SAT is the canonical problem in this class: given a boolean formula in CNF, nd an assignment maximizing the number of clauses in which at least half of the literals are true. This problem is constant-approximable by a greedy algorithm. First we will show that Max Majority SAT is not contained in the syntactic class Max 1 ; then we will de ne a class of constant-approximable integer programs derived from this problem, and show approximability of problems in that class.
Proposition 6.1: Max Majority SAT is not in Max 1 , where Max Majority SAT is viewed as a problem on nite structures over the vocabulary for the standard encoding 5 of Sat.
Proof: When the input I is the four clauses (x; y), (x; y), (x; y), (x; y), the optimum is three. For input I 0 being (x; y; z), (x; y; z), (x; y; z), (x; y; z), the optimum is two. Yet I 0 is an extension 6 of I. Since Max 1 solutions never decrease under extensions, Max Majority SAT6 2 Max 1 .
Aiming to provide a structural explanation for the constant approximability of Max Majority SAT, we introduce the following class. Though this is how we think of the problem, technically the above is not quite an integer program|the objective function is not given as a linear function of variables. However, it can be easily converted to a formal integer program by introducing 0/1 objective variables that dominate exactly one constraint, as discussed in Section 2.
Max Majority SAT, the prototypical problem in this class, is expressed as follows. Let variables take on values from f?1; +1g. For each boolean variable in a Max Majority SAT instance, introduce a corresponding numeric variable. Each clause c can be transformed directly to an inequality as follows: Each boolean variable in c is in the inequality with a coe cient of 1 depending on whether it occurred positively or negatively; the right-hand side is 0. For example, the clause (x; y; z) corresponds to x ? y ? z 0; satisfying this with solutions in f?1; +1g corresponds to a majority of the literals being satis ed. Theorem 6.3: Every member of Max Feasible Majority IP is a constantapproximable problem.
Proof: Once again, we use the greedy algorithm as described in Theorem 4.10.
However, the analysis is di erent since we no longer have constraints of bounded width. To show that the algorithm achieves a constant approximation, it su ces to show that we can calculate the number of solutions to an individual inequality in polynomial time, and that each inequality is satis ed by at least a constant fraction of all solutions. We proceed to show these two points. The former problem can be solved via dynamic programming (Section 6.1), and the latter can be shown from symmetry and a probabilistic argument (Section 6.2).
Running the Algorithm on Max Feasible Majority IP
in PTIME
To use the greedy algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 4.10 we must calculate, for each constraint, the number of solutions which satisfy the constraint, given a partial solution. The brute force method of counting solutions does not work when an unbounded number of variables are involved. However, we can get a recursive relation for the number of solutions. Let n be the number of variables, and S be the set of possible values (so jSj 2k+1).
As a sub-problem, we are concerned with the number of solutions to a constraint once we have already assigned the rst i variables x 1 ; : : :; x i . So let us de ne The base case is N j (n ? 1; b) = the number of elements in S which are at least b=a nj :
We can therefore calculate N j (0; a ij ) via dynamic programming; the rst index is always in 0; : : :; n], and the second index is in ?n(2k + 1)p(n); +n(2k + 1)p(n)], so all the values can be stored in a table of polynomial size.
Max Feasible Majority IP is Constant-Approximable
We can use the same analysis of the algorithm to show that we get a constantapproximation. The only part that needs to be con rmed is that initially, each inequality is satis ed by at least a constant fraction of all assignments. First consider the simpler case where the bound on the right hand side of the constraints is 0. That is we are considering inequalities of the form n X i=1 a ij x i 0: Then for every assignment x which does not satisfy an inequality, the assignment ?x does, so at least half of the assignments satisfy that inequality.
However, when > 0, we can't directly apply this symmetry argument. Instead, observe that at least one assignment of the x i 's is capable of satisfying the inequality (else it can be discarded if it is unsatis able), and that in fact it can be satis ed using no more than variables (without loss of generality, let these be x 1 ; : : :; x ). Thus at least (1=(2k + 1)) of all settings satisfy the inequality restricted to the these variables. The remaining variables can be chosen at random, and (by the symmetry argument) at least half of these extensions won't spoil the solution. Formally, with probabilities taken over all assignments to x 1 ; : : :; x n :
a ij x i 0 ) (1=(2k + 1)) 1=2 1=(2 (3k) ):
Of course this is a gross underestimate for inequalities which involve more than variables, as any variables could be chosen, not just the rst . Note that in the above proof the only need for variables to take values from a symmetric set was to assure that each constraint was satis ed by a constant fraction of all solutions. Other syntactic restrictions that imply this condition can be used to de ne di erent classes of optimization problems. The greedy algorithm in conjunction with dynamic programming will provide constant-approximation for every problem in such a class. 
De ning Min FSLIP
One might initially expect that for the maximization classes discussed so far, there are dually-de ned minimization classes with matching approximation properties. However, it was discovered in the logic approach that there is an asymmetry between the approximation properties of maximization an minimization problems KT95]. For example, Min 0 contains non-approximable problems. This same asymmetry appears in this integer programming framework; simply de ning minimization classes analogous to maximization classes does not appear to preserve the desired approximation qualities.
One correspondence that does exist between maximization and minimization problems is that Min FSLIP(2), is a canonical form for all NP-minimization problems. As mentioned, minimization classes de ned analogously to maximization classes don't seem to enjoy useful approximation properties. Nevertheless, there are di erent syntactic criteria that imply good (constant-or log-) approximability for minimization classes KT94, KT95] . What about taking these classes, and converting them to integer programs? Do such integer program formulations again yield anything that the logic approach didn't?
To answer these questions, we rst give a class of syntactically- Some syntactically-de ned minimization classes from the logic approach which have desirable approximation properties KT95] are mentioned in Table 2 . Each of these mentioned logic-based classes is contained in various subclasses of ILP(k; b) (if we extend the de nition to allow k = 1). For each row of Table 2 , the problem mentioned is in a sense the only problem for that row. That is, each ILP instance, and each sentence of the logic class, can be viewed immediately as a particular instance of the problem. HMNT93] showed that the (structurally-de ned) class of bounded integer programs where each constraint is of width two is 2-approximable. A natural question is whether this can be extended to integer programs of width three. We resolve that question in the negative, by expressing a non-constantapproximable problem (assuming P 6 = NP), Min 3NonTautology KT94], using only three variables per inequality.
Our strategy is as follows. After de ning Min 3NonTautology, we show how to express it in logic as a conjunction of width-four clauses. Then we transform this to a conjunction of width-three clauses, which can nally be converted to a conjunction of constraints of width three. _ (C 1 (x; y; z)^(T(x)^:T(y)^:T(z))) _ (C 2 (x; y; z)^(T(x)^T(y)^:T(z))) _ (C 3 (x; y; z)^(T(x)^T(y)^T(z))) gj The relations C i (i 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g) encode the four types of clauses, and will T correspond to a truth setting; the above formula is satis ed if variables (x; y; z) actually occur in a clause, and that the clause is satis ed under T.
This can be expressed as a integer program with width three. First convert the above sentence to CNF. We get many clauses of width four (each clause consists of one term from each of the above four DNF-disjuncts). We can count the satisfying tuples (x; y; z) by introducing a dominating variable t for each tuple, as discussed following De nition 2.5. Thus each clause of the CNF formula then has the form t ! (a _ b _ c _ d). Finally, these width-ve clauses can be rewritten as clauses of width three by introducing new variables named q bcd ; q cd and chaining them together:
Each of these clauses can be directly converted into a numerical constraint, as in Section 4.2.4.
Thus a non-approximable problem, Min 3NonTautology, can be expressed as an integer program where each constraint has width three (moreover, all coe cients are either +1 or ?1, while the result of Hochbaum et al. allowed arbitrary rational coe cients).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we introduce a framework for structural optimization based on integer programs and discover three new classes of constant-approximable maximization problems. The rst of these classes (Max FSBLIP(2)) contains properly the syntactic class Max 1 introduced by Papadimitriou and Yannanakis PY91]. The second class (Max Matching IP) provides a structural explanation of the di erence in the approximability of Max Matching and Max Clique problems, while the third (Max Feasible Majority IP) yields constant-approximable problems not contained in Max 1 . We also identied the class Max FSBLIP(log) that consists of polylog-approximable maximization problems. This is the rst class of maximization problems that are polylog-approximable.
To achieve the constant-approximation results, we have twice used the algorithm of Theorem 4.10. This is a generalization of the greedy algorithm used to show that all problems in the class Max KMSV94] . Consequently, every polynomially bounded constant-approximable problem can be approximated using an appropriate reduction followed by applying this greedy algorithm. Thus it is unsurprising that the constant-approximability of the classes Max FSBLIP(2) and Max Feasible Majority IP can each be demonstrated using this same greedy algorithm.
One of the main open problems in this work is to establish that the classes Max FSBLIP(2), Max FSBLIP(log), and Max FSBLIP(poly(n)) form a proper hierarchy. This is true modulo appropriate complexity-theory assumptions| both pairs of adjacent classes have been separated STX98, Bel93, respectively]. A strength of the logic-based syntactic classes is that some techniques are known for showing nonmembership in the class (without reference to open complexitytheory problems); we know of no such techniques for these Integer Programmingbased syntactic classes. In the same vein, it would be nice to nd complete problems for these classes, under an appropriate notion of reduction.
For minimization, the logic-based classes with good approximation properties of KT94, KT95] are contained in the class of integer programs ILP(k; b) PSW93] and its extension ILP(1; b). Of course, restrictions on di erent resources can be considered. Hochbaum, et al. HMNT93] bound the width of a constraint by 2 to achieve constant-approximable problems; we show that trying to extend this to width three allows one to capture non-approximable problems. The question remains, what other structural resources can be bounded to isolate approximable minimization problems?
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A De nitions of Optimization Problems
We formallystate the various maximizations problems used in this paper. Unless mentioned otherwise, all variables in the integer program templates below are 0/1 valued. -Instance: A collection of p disjoint sets S 1 ; : : :; S p and a weight w i;j on every pair (i; j), i 2 S i , j 2 S j for 1 i < j p. The cardinality of every set is less than or equal to g(n) where n is the number of elements in i S i . We denote g(n) by g. 
